
1. Existential Existence 
a. Garcin suffers from this, meaning that he is unable to define his own individual characteristics, or 

essence. Rather than decide for himself that he is not a coward, he believes the judgments of his co-

workers back on earth.  

a. Bad Faith 

 

b. According to Sartre, people want the permanence of _______________ while at the same time 

wanting to maintain their ________________ of those facts 

a. Facticity/Transcendence  

 

c. This character was so happy because he accepted the ___________ of his situation and this 

author said we must accept that life is inherently meaningless and thus suicide was not an option. 

a. Sisyphus-absurdity-Camus 

 

d. This is a central claim of existentialism---human beings—through their consciousness—create 

their own values and determine a meaning for their life because the human being does not 

possess any inherent identity or value. 

a. Existence precedes essence 

 

e. Who is the father of atheistic existentialism and what was he famous quote? 

a. ―God is Dead‖-Friedrich Nietzsche  

 

2. Alliterative Literature 
a. This is defined as a philosophical theory or approach that emphasizes the existence of the 

individual person as a free and responsible agent determining their own development through 
acts of the will, and she is a character who needs a mirror to be able to define herself and has the 
ability to retreat into bad faith via denial. 

a. Existential Estelle 
 

b. Without these, Garcin is constantly subjected to the gaze of others; this is the notion that an 

individual feels compelled to look/act/talk in a certain ways based on a complicated set of 

representations that exist about that “type of person” 

a. Encrusted Eyelids 

 

c. This is both an existential idea and one that Vonnegut also acknowledged with aspects of his 

novels implying that man’s decisions are ultimately this because life is inherently meaningless; 

Bono seems to reveal the true meaning of something being built. 

a. Futile Fences 

 

d. Amiri Baraka has said that Lula is made to represent the ___________ of America but even with 

all her _______________, she still doesn’t do it justice; This character, however, refuses to let 

others judge her. She describes herself as a "damned bitch" and claims that she is always "painfully 

conscious" of herself. She is also a little _______________ but at least she’s okay with it. 



a. Insane Inez 

 

e. The protagonist of Fences uses this metaphor when describing his affair to his wife; that play is 

by no means a part of this genre that uses humor, irony, exaggeration, or ridicule to expose and 

criticize people's stupidity or vices 

a. Satirically ―Steal Second‖ (3 words) 

 

3. The Onion-Cat’s Cradle 
a. What is put into balance in the novel Cat’s Cradle on San Lorenzo and who were responsible 

for creating it and how did they go about maintaining it? What is this balance called? 

i. Good vs. Evil/McCabe and Johnson (Bokonon)-Dynamic Tension-The 

hook- McCabe as dictator/religion as forbidden solace 

 

b. Alliteration: A granfalloon is a _____________ type of karass and this character had an 

obsession with turtles. 

i. False Felix 

 

c. Alliteration: This character provides a few of the novel's jabs against scientific culture. He 

says he is "sick of people misunderstanding what a scientist is, what a scientist does” He 

claims a true scientist works for research only, meaning he attempts "to increase knowledge, 

to work toward no end but that; this is entirely based on lies. 

i. Breeding Bokononism (can change tense) 

 

d. ______________ was created with the intial purpose of freezing any  ___________ 

instantaneously. Its initial purpose was to dry up __________ for soldiers when having 

difficulty traveling through tough environments. This is ironic because 

___________________ says that man was made from that and at the end of the novel the 

thing Felix created wiped out humanity after ________________ and his bed fell into the 

water at the ceremony for ___________________. 

i. Ice-9, liquid, mud, Bokonon, Papa Monzano, Hundred Martyrs to 

Democracy 

 

e. _________________ satire is light hearted and humorous and uses wit and exaggeration to 

mock human folly while _________________ satire is more abrasive and addresses social 

evils through scorn, outrage, sarcasm, etc. and this author is very well versed in the genre of 

Satire. He is also a humanist and hates horse jumping.  

i. 1. Horatian 2. Juvenalian (must number)-Vonnegut 

 

4. Figurative Fences 
a. Troy’s last name is what? What might this represent?  

i. Maxson: Mason/Dixon line—getting from south to north-Great Migration 

 



b. What is ironic about Troy using Alberta as an escape from reality, and most importantly, 

responsibility? 

i. Raynell ends up providing more responsibility for Rose—he leaves the fence 

to escape his harsh reality but then brings it home. 

 

c. What theme is present in the different characters: Troy vs. Cory, Troy vs. Lyons, Troy vs. 

the memory of his father, Bono vs. the memory of his father 

i. The sins of the father/cycle of broken/damaged black manhood/not 

wanting to becomes one’s father/inheriting one’s history-paternal neg. 

presence/identities  

 

d. At the end of the play, this writer uses his idea concerning the importance of African 

American cultural identity when he has this character do a traditional/atavistic/spirtitual 

dance. 

i. August Wilson/Gabe 

 

e. The Fence in Fences symbolizes what for Troy and Rose, respectfully? 

i. Keeping people –family and friends close (Rose); Keeping 

obstacles/outsides/racism out (Troy) 

 

5. Just all of the things 
a. All three of the main books deal with the concept of war in some way or another. How so? 

i. No Exit—post WWII/nazi occupation of France; Cat’s Cradle-

nationalism/militarism/Vonnegut’s experience as a POW/nuclear weapons; 

Fences-Gabe $ and metal plate in his head 

 

b. Lula manipulates Clay which means she can mold him and he is ___________, yet this 

contrasts this person’s concept of those who cannot be______________ in this piece and 

those who cannot be made to be the ______________ are? 

i. The other; Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex: men 

 

c. Tell me the characters who said the following: 

i. “Hell is other people” /“Death is like a fastball on the outside corner”/“See the 

cat? See the cradle?”/“And who did you think you were? Who do you think 

you are now?” 

-Garcin/Troy/Newt or Felix/Lula 

 

d. Tell me how a character in No Exit, Cat’s Cradle, and Dutchman acts in bad faith. 

i. Estelle—doesn’t see her reflection she doesn’t exist-so concerned with the 

way people perceive her; Clay—allows himself to be othered by 

Lula/assimilates; Julian Castle/Dr. Schlicter Von Koenigswald—trying to 

make up for their past (Castle Sugar/Holocaust) and H. Lowe and Hazel 

Crosby—granfalloons/patriotism excessive 



 

e. Name the following characters: 1. Elevator operator at General Forge. He's a wee-bit on the 

crazy side and has a habit of grabbing his butt and saying "Yes, yes!" while in conversation. 2. 

A nihilist and freeloader. He stays at John's apartment, destroying the place and killing the cat. 

The scene of post-carnage left by this character pushes John away from a nihilistic and 

meaningless outlook upon the world.—his wrang-wrang 3. He is 34, puts his faith in unstable 

hopes like music and like to bum money from his dad 4. According to the author, this characters 

final mistake was not acting out violently and remaining assimilated and passive—doubting his 

own power. 5. He has no eyelids and tells Garcin there’s a bell to ring but it often does not work 

6. This character’s dad had the “walkin’ blues” 

i. 1. Lyman Enders Knowles 2. Krebbs 3. Lyons 4. Clay 5. The Valet 6. Bono 

 


